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PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Madras® catalogue has five product lines, with technical characteristics and performance geared to applications in window and door
manufacturing, construction, design and interior decoration.

One of the most recent developments is Madras® Flooring, a high visual impact line of products for flooring, stairs, and walkways and hanging floors.
All the models offer the unique aesthetic qualities peculiar to glass as well as anti-slip characteristics to the main international standards (ASTM
C1028, BCRA and DIN 51130).

The innovative Silver Madras® and Madras® Lac collections for storage units and walls are very successful in the interior design sector. Madras® Lac,
coming in black and white and perfectly opaque, owe their name to the tactile and visual effect of their velvety surfaces. Silver Madras®, on the other
hand, is a collection of patterned new generation ecological mirror glass which softly attenuates light thanks to the satin finish on its reflecting side.
Also available with a “Safe” film applied to them, these products meet breakage safety requirements and protect the glass in damp conditions.

Countless installations, many in works of great architectural worth, endorse the quality standards of the entire Madras® range, from the ceilings of the
Lentos Museum in Linz and the cladding of the Siemens building in Erlangen to all-glass stairways throughout the world (Apple Stores, Bonn’s Post
Office tower, the Blue Glass Passage in Seattle, Università di Rovereto, etc.).

For further information, visit: http://www.vitrealspecchi.it
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